
Spanish language courses in Spain for adults

@centroml



Intensive Spanish courses in Sevilla

Our Spanish courses in Sevilla, in 

small groups of 3 to 5 participants, 

will allow you to immerse yourself in 

the language and culture of Spain. 

Thanks to our native and very 

experienced teachers, you will 

improve your written and oral 

comprehension and expression skills 

in record time. All levels of Spanish 

are welcome.

This course can be combined with 

many activities and cultural visits that 

will allow you to discover the 

incredible historical, cultural, artistic 

and gastronomic heritage of Sevilla, 

the beautiful Andalusian capital!

Duration: 1 week or 2 weeks (many starting dates throughout the year).Age: Starting from 18.

Accommodation:

Not included. Option to live with a 
Spanish family.

Spanish classes:

20 classes, 30 classes or 40 classes of 
45 minutes each per week.

Cultural program:

Optional (extra cost).
 

Price:

1 week (20 classes):$ CAN 450.

2 weeks (20 classes): $ CAN 810.

1 week (30 classes): $ CAN 680.

2 weeks (30 classes): $ CAN 1225. 

1 week (40 classes): $ CAN 900.

2 weeks (40 classes): $ CAN 1620. 



Private Spanish classes in Sevilla

Centro MundoLengua offers you 

tailor-made private Spanish lessons 

that will help you achieve your goals 

effectively. You choose the theme, 

times, duration and location of your 

Spanish classes, which can take place 

in our school  in the historic center of 

Sevilla, but also in the street or in a 

café. We take care of the rest!

The private Spanish classes in Sevilla 

can be combined with many activities 

and cultural visits.

Duration: Flexible.Age: Starting from 18. 

Accommodation:

Not included. Option to live with a 
Spanish family.

Spanish classes:

The number of classes is flexible.
1 class = 1 hour.

Cultural program:

Optional (extra cost).
 

Price:

5 classes: $ CAN 310.

10 classes: $ CAN 590.

20 classes: $ CAN 1085.

30 classes: $ CAN 1490.

40 classes: $ CAN 1800.



Do you want to take the DELE exams 

and are you a little worried about the 

idea? Do not panic! Centro 

MundoLengua prepares you to 

maximize your chances of success. In 

small groups of 3 to 5 students, you 

will improve your level in Spanish and 

you will discover the winning 

strategies to face the written and oral 

exams of the DELE calmly. And what 

could be better than getting ready in 

sunny Sevilla, the jewel of Andalusia?

DELE exam preparation in Sevilla

Age: Starting from 18. Duration: 2 weeks (many starting dates throughout the year).

Accommodation:

Not included. Option to live with a 
Spanish family.

Spanish classes:

20 classes of 45 minutes each per 
week.

Cultural program:

Optional (extra cost).
 

Trice:

2 weeks (20 classes): $ CAN 810.



Spanish immersion course in Sevilla

Visiting Spain, exploring its 

fascinating history, savoring its 

delicious gastronomy, discovering its 

thousand-year-old traditions, dancing 

to the rhythm of flamenco, boosting 

your Spanish ...

This is what to expect from our 

Spanish immersion course in Sevilla. 

In our Spanish school located in the 

historic heart of Sevilla, you will 

quickly progress in the language of 

Cervantes, while immersing yourself 

in Spanish culture and traditions.

Duration: 1 week or 2 weeks

(many starting dates throughout the year).

Age: Starting from 18.

Accommodation:

Not included. Option to live with a 
Spanish family.

Spanish classes:

20 classes of 45 minutes each
per week. 

Cultural program:

Visits + cultural activities.

Price:

1 week (20 classes): $ CAN 770.

2 weeks (20 classes): $ CAN 1445.



Corporate Spanish language training

Accommodation:

Spanish family homestay or hotel.

Spanish classes:

According to the agreed program. 

Cultural program:

According to the agreed program.

Price:

According to the agreed program.

Are you looking for tailor-made 

training to improve your employees' 

Spanish skills? Do you want them to 

have a better knowledge of Spanish 

culture in order to develop your 

activity in Spain or Latin America?

Flexible and customizable, our 

tailor-made corporate Spanish 

language courses will help you 

achieve all of these goals!

Dates: Flexible.Age: Starting from 18.  



Our Spanish language courses in Spain normally include:

Extras:

Spanish classes.

Class materials. 

Certificate of participation. 

24-hour assistance.

Roundtrip shuttle to / from the nearest airport in Spain.  

Orientation walk. 

Accommodation with a Spanish family with all meals included.

Program of social, cultural and leisure activities.



info@centromundolengua.com

www.centromundolengua.com


